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Hi, I’m Rupinder Randhawa, Principal Product Manager at Equinix. I’d like to give you an overview of
the redesigned Equinix Internet Exchange portal. Come to https://ix.equinix.com and select login. If
you need to create user login credentials you can do so here.
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Once logged in, you will be presented with a Dashboard that is curated for you based on your user
profile.

If this is your first time to the portal and have not yet subscribed to the Equinix Internet Exchange
peering service, you may first want to find out more about the product. People often want to start
by finding out the locations where the service exists.
Select Locations and Traffic under the Metro Statistics pull down menu. Here you will see, by map
view or list view, all the available locations and even the aggregate traffic being exchanged.
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The second most sought after question is, who is peering where? Select Find Participants and My
Peers under the Peering Discovery pull down menu. You will be presented with a list of all the
organizations that are peering on our platform globally. You can quickly filter by location or
organization. We also have additional filter options to quickly zoom into most common views.
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When ready to start the service, you can easily order a port online by selecting the Order a Port
button.
Once you have ports up and running, the portal can help you find potential peers with contact
information to help you establish bi-lateral peering sessions. To get peering quickly with multiple
organizations at once, you may wish to join the Multi-lateral Peering Exchange for any given metro.

Since I already have many ports and peers, my dashboard gives a quick way to see my top 3 most
utilized ports, new peering opportunities that we have calculated based on your current locations
and peering relationships, list of new participants over the last month at locations where you are
present and a view of upcoming peering related events.
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Greater insight into your port traffic details and peering details can be found under the My Port
Traffic pull down menu.

For more information about the service and the portal, we have instructions and videos under the
Resources menu. For more detailed information on each feature, look for our short learning demo
videos on our video page or YouTube.
Thanks for watching.
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